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PREFACE
~his

thesis is not prepared with the idea of listing

all the technical problems connected with the installation
and operation of X-ray equipment for, obviously, that would
be an impossible task.

I have collected and compiled here-

in data that I bave found of real value to me in my work
of standardization.
I hope some of this informs ti on may be of value to
the service engineers who are meeting these problems daily
in the X-ray field.

If the tests listed do not apply

perhaps a study of the method of analysis used may encourage
the men to make a more careful study of their problems and
therefore be in a better position to arrive at correct
solutions.

I feel that we need better _standardization of

our X-ray laboratories everywhere.
My inspiration for attempting such a paper, as well as
my inspiration for entering this field of educational work,
has come, chiefly, from my personal contact with
I{r. Ed.

C. Jerman, r:I'.echnical Dirac tor of the Eduoati onal

])apartment of the Victor X-Ray Corporation, who has spent
the- greater part of his life in the endeavor to better
standardize X-ray technical work.
Since there is very little written .upon this phase of
the subject, most of the material for this paper has been
gathered from personal contact with men in the field and
~
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from personal experience as a member of the illducational
Department of the Victor X-Ray Corporation.

I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. W. E. Chamberlain
and Dr._ R. R. Newell, of the S_tanford University Medical
School, for their assistance and ready counsel,

ana

for the

use of their department for much of the experimental work.
Also, I wish to thank Mr. B. a.Martinsen who assisted me
in obtaining

much of the

experiments~
UJ.r/7~
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMENT.

THE BIRTH OF

A

NEW FIELD OF SCIENCE.

The Discovery of X-Radiation-- In the late summer of
1895 Professor Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen, Professor of
Physics at the Royal University of Wurzburg, Germany, discovered almost accidentally, the rays which now bear his
name~

It was during his search for invisible light rays

that he exoi tad a low-pressure di soharge tube, wh.ioh ·for the
purpose was completely inc lo sea in stout black paper, and
no·ticed, to his surprise, that a fluorescent screen laying
on his tabla some yards distant shone out brightly.

Since

the tuba was inclosad in light-tight paper, ha knew that
the affect was not due to ordinary light or ultra-violet
light but must have bean caused by some other radiation of
peculiar characteristics.

Ha called this radiation ''X"

and the rays "X-Rays" since the characteristics of the
rays were unknown.

He interposed small articles and found

that the denser of them cast shadows on his screen.

In

this way he finally traced the rays to their source which·
proved to be the region of impact of the cathode rays on
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the glass W·alls of the tube.

Ha la tar found that X-rays

were produced whenever and wherever cathode rays encountered mat tar.
Roentgen's View of the Possibilities-- After a very
little experimentation, Roentgen readily saw the significance of his discovery to the Medical Profession.

Therefore,

in November 1895, he reported his discovery to the PhysicoMed ical Society of Vlurzburg.
Roentgen's Equipment-- Roentgen's equipment at that
time consisted of an induction ooil and a small pear-shaped,
low-pressure glass tuba similar to the tube shown in
Figure 1.
Importance to Science of the Discovery-- Out of the
discovery with this simple apparatus ,bas grown in thirty
years, a branch of science that has completely revolutionized our theories of atomic structure and of the relation
of energy to matter, and that has become an indispensible
aid to the medical profession.

STEPS IN THE DEVELOPMEN'T OF EQUIPMENT.
The advances in all branches of the science have been
rapid.

For the most part, these advances have been toward·

standardized equipment, standardized procedure of operation
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and standardized technical terms and language.
X-Ray I:lachines.

The early X-ray machines wer.e. of two distino·t designs:
the common influence or static machine and the induction
coil.

These had to be built to deliver high voltages since

~0,000

volts (peak value) was required to generate X-rays

of short enough wave length to be of use in ordinary medical radiography.
Influence Machines-- The influence machines generated
their own electr.ici ty without any external source of supply.
These machines were far inferior to the induction coils for
they were cumbersome, they were very limited in control and
current out-put, and, worst of all, they were very unreliable since they depended to such a great extent on the
atmospheric conditions for satisfactory operation.

For

these reasons they were used, primarily,· only where it
was advisable to use a unit generating its own current.
Induction Coils-- The induction coils were soon more
generally adopted because of their many advantages.
were much easier to control,

They

they were reliable, and they

could be designed to give much heavier currents than the
influence machines.
disadvantages.

However, the induction .coils had their

They we!e subject to large inverse discharges
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ana surges that were detrimental to the tube.

Also, in

order to funcftion, they had to be equipped with some type
of interrupter in their primary circuits.

These interrupt-

ers had to be designed for rapidity of interruption, adjustability of period and had to be mechanically strong and of
generous proportions since thay·were required to break a
heavy primary load.

Induction coils were built for

kinds of operation:

for direct connection of secondary to

~vo

tuba (low frequence) and for discharge through a resonance
circuit· to build up high frequency excitation for tubas.
Open-Cora Wax Interrupterlass Transformers-- The next
step in advance was the designing of the open core, wax

.

.

insulated interrupterless transformer.

This was the first

X-ray transformer designed to opera ta from the ordinary
altern~ting

very

current power supply.

inefficien~,

These transformers were

and, in addition, had to be equipped with

a rectifying device. to change the high-tension alternating
current delivered at the secondary to a uni-directional
current for use of the X-ra.y tube.

But, in spi ta of these

disadvantages these transformers were far superior to the
old induction coils for they were easily controlled and had
much greater capacity.
Closed-Core Interrup,terlass Transformers-- The inefficient open-core transformers soon gave way to.the closed-core
transformers which were at first insulated by wax or vaseline.
-4-

These transformers ware much more efficient but they were
subject to insulation difficulties.

To obviate these

difficulties, the transformers were later designed with
closed cores and immersed in oil for insulating purposes.
This type of high tension-transformer is uni var sally used
today.

Early Gas Tubes-- The vacuum tube with which Roentgen
made his famous discovery in 1895 was pear-shaped, with a
flat disc for a cathode mounted in the body of the bulb at
its narrow end;
1.)

the anode was in a small side tube. (Figure

The cathode rays impinged on the large end of the bulb,

producing vivid fluorescence.

This pattern of tube was

widely copied but it was soon found that it did not survive
many of the prolonged exposures which were necessary. to
secure radiographs of any value.

Moreover, owing to the

large area of emission of the X-rays, the radiographs were
always blurred and somewhat indistinct.
this time were working along three lines:

Experimenters at
to prolong the

life of the tub.e, to shorten the exposure needed, and to
improve definition in the radiograph.
In 1896 Campbell-Swinton modified Roentgen's original
design by adding a sheet of platinum obliquely in the path
of the cathode rays.

This change was a great improvement
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as far as the life -of the :tube was concerned.

.About the

same time, Professor R. Jackson of King's College, London,
built a tube in which he replaced the flat cathode by a
concave one.

Sir William Crooks had shown, in 1874, that

a concave cathode brought the cathode rays emitted to a
focus.

Professor Jackson mounted a platinum target at 45°

to the cathode rays. (Figure 2.)

He called this tube a focus

The tube. was a great improvement, first, because the

tube.

exposure time was cut to a small fraction of the time required with the older tubes' and seeond

t

because the rad iographs

taken showed wonderful sharpness of detail since the area
of emission of X-rays was small.
Later Standard Gas Tubas-- .l\lthough many minor changes
have bean made since that time, the gas tube of today differs
vary little in essential design from Professor Jackson's
ortginal tube. (Figure· 3.)

The gas tuba at its bast is a

·.very unreliable tube since it depends to a great extent on
the gas pressure within.

A gas tuba will opara·te perfect-

ly satisfac.torily one day and refuse to operate the next.
Again,

~vo

tubas that seam to be identical will show entire-

ly differaht characteristics.
Uni varsal or Hot-Ca tho de Coolidge Tubes-- Because of
the unstabili ty of operation and the difficulty of control
of these tubes, Dr.

w.

D. Coolidge of the General Electric

Company's research lab-era tory, designed a new X-ray tube
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in 1913 which has proved to be a

gr~at

standardized operation. (Figure 4.)

advance toward

In this tube the gas

pressure was so low (approximately l x 10

:.g

of an atmos-

phere) that the residual gas had little or no part in the
operation of the tuba.

The source of the electrons was

an incandescent cathode which consisted of a small flat
spiral of tungsten wire surrounded by a molybdenum tube.
The tungsten filament when heated by an auxiliary electric
current became a source of electronic emission which, when
the tube was energized, was focused to a small area on the
an tic a thode or target.
sten.

The targa t was made of solid tung-

The amount of electronic emission in this tube was

proportional to the heat of the tungsten filament and could
therefore be controlled easily by regulating the current of
the auxiliary circuit.
Radiator Coolidge Tubes-- In a later Coolidge rrube the
target was made by embedding a tungsten button or disc in
the surface of a heavy copper anticathode which extended ·
outside of the tube and was fitted with a copper radiator
for cooling purposes.

Because this tube would dissipate

the heat generated at the area of impact of the cathode rays
with the target (focal spot) it could be used as its own
rectifier and coqld be connected directly to the high-tension
terminals of the X-ray transformer.

Also the sizes of the

focal spots could be made much smaller in this type of tube.
This made the tube very useful where fine detail or definition
-8-

Figure 4.
Common Universal Coolidge Tube.

200,000 Volt Deep '!'herapy Coolidge Tube.

~eter-Cooled

High Voltage Coolidge Tube.

100 l!illiampere Radiator Tube.

Common Radiator Coolidge Tube.

Ri ht-

le Dentel Tube.

was desired on the radiograph.
These tubes with the addition of new heavy duty
radiator tubes, are the X-ray tubes commonly used at the
present time.
CONTROL DEVICES.

Early" Control-- When the influence machine was used
as an X-ray generator the voltage was the only factor that
The voltage was proportional

could be readily controlled.

Theoretically there was no

to the speed of the plates.

limit to the potential obtainable but practically a limit
·was set by the point of leakage or disruptive discharge
and by mechanical limits.

In practice the voltage was

more commonly regulated by changing the tilt of the rods
supporting the brushes.

The common, or Wimhurst machine,

was pe_culiar in that the current obtained was almost entirely independent of the voltage.

The current output could be

raised by increasing the number of plates.
was not a practical procedure, therefore,

However this
th~

control was

limited to changes in voltage.
The Rheas tat-- The output of the ind uc ti on coil as
well as of the closed-core transformer was controlled for
some time by tbe introdubtion of an adjustable rheostat
in the primary circuit.

This control was used almost uni-

versally intil the advent of the Coolidge tube and the
in terrup:terl ass transformer.
-10-

The Auto-Transformer-- Since the Coolidge tube current
was easily regulatea independently of the ·voltage supply
the auto-transformer was brought into use.

At the present

time this control is used by many al though most manufacturers still incorporate a rheostat control along with the
auto-transformer.
INSTRUMENTS AND THEIR USE.

Static Machine Period-- The first machines were not
equipped with meters for measuring the current flowing
through the tube. . The operator had to know his equipment
wall. enough to be able to tall by the color of the tube and
the characteristic noises of the discharge about what setting to use for his various kinds of radiographic work.·

He

estimatea his voltage by measuring the sparking distance
between po in ts connec tea in parallel with his tube.

This

is still common practice among most operators.
The Standard Gas Tube 'Per iod-- With the low- frequency
1

high-tension transformers came the use of a milliampere
meter to measure the current flowing through the tube.
The Coolidge Tube Period-- When the Coolidge tube was
introduced

~n

ampere meter was placea· in the filament cir-

cuit to measure filament current so that use might be made
of the relation of the heat of the filament to the X-ray
tube current.
c
.... 11-

Tha improvements in the method of measuring the voltages applied to the tubes have not kept pace with those of
measuring the current.

A 1 tho ugh there are sphere-gaps

built for reasonably accurate measurements of

~he

voltage,

the operators are vary slow to see the advantage of using
them.

Later we will see more of the need for the use of

these instruments.
IDDE.."qN .X-RAY EQUIPMENT.

The standard X-ray machine of today might best be
studied from an electrical standpoint as made up of three
dis tine t_ alee trical circuits•

Namely, the Primary, or

Voltage Control Circuit, the High-Tension Circuit, and the
Filament or Coolidge Circuit.(Figure 5).

THE PRI1lliRY VOLTAGE CONTROL CIRCUIT.
The voltage delivered to the terminals of the X-ray
·tube is con trolled by ragula ting the voltage supplied to the
primary of the high-tension transformer.

The primary volt-

age is regulated by a rheostat or auto-transformer or more
commonly by a combination of the two as shown in the sketch,
Figure 5.
The Auto-Transformer-- The auto-transformers are of
many sizes ana makes bµt ordinarily they are of the common
closed-co:ve type.

The number of steps of control varies
-12-
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with the size and make of the machine.

One of the common

transformers has eleven taps with a swi tohing device that
makes possible thirty uniform steps of regulation controlled by one hand le.

Many roach ines use two switching levers

to obtain the regulation obtained above by one handle.
Another machine has fifty-six steps while still others have
only tan or tvrnl ve.

The sketch, Figure 5, shows that the

auto-transfor mer is energized by the closing of the rectifying motor switch.

This means that the auto-transfor mer

will not be in circuit unless the motor is in operation.•
Therefore, the chance of accidentally energizing the hightension transformer is greatly lessened.

Also, the auto-

transformer does not have a tendency to heat for it is
energized for just ·the short ti me that the machine is running.

Because of the inherent characterist ics of the auto-

transformer regulation, it has proved

an

excellent method

of control for the X-ray output.
The Rheostat-- The rheostat is used as a standard control for the primary voltage of the X-ray machine in combination with the auto-transfor mer or alone.
resistance unit is of the grid type.

The common standard

The spiral resistance

coils were discarded because the coils added an inductance
effect to the resistance of this type of rheostat.
Hesistance control is not nearly as satisfactory as
auto-transfor mer control except \Vhere it is desired to

-14-

change voltages while tha machine is in operation as for
therapy or fluoroscopic work.

The use of a rheostat to

control tube voltage has the disadvantage that slight variation in the tuba current results in serious changes in
voltage.

Also, the characteristics of the rheostat change

as the resistance units change temperature.
The X-Ray Switch-- The X-ray switch complatas the
primary circuit of the high-tension transformer.· Since this
switch is in the primary circuit, it must be built to break
loads up to 100 amperes.

It is

usu~lly

a single-pole

switch of the quick-acting cu_t-out type.
Tha Tirne-SWi tch------

In addition to the hand-switch a

timing device is used for accurate duplication of exposures.
This device closes ana opens the primary circuit in any
desired period of time from 1/20 to 30 seconds.

In order

that the arcing be a minimum, this breaker is operated in
oil.

The timing device is an electrically driven mechanism

opera ting electrical con tac ts which in turn energize a
double solenoid to open and close the switch.
The Pre-Reading Vol tme tar-- The pre-reading voltmeter
is an ordinary voltmeter connected in such a way that it will
indicate in advance the voltage that will be deliyered to
the primary of the high-tension transformer when the X-ray
switch is closed. (lPigure 5.)
-15-

This reading, when the machine

is properly calibrated, will give an accurate means of
pre-determining the amount of voltage that will be impressed
upon the X-ray tuba. (See calibration, page78 ).

If part

of the rheostat is in circuit, ·the meter will not indicate
the actual vol taga deli verad to - the primary Ull'til the X-ray
switch is closaa and the primary current sent through the
In the class of operation in which the rheostat

resistance.

is useful, the voltage across the tube is built up slowly
and a pre-reading is not essential.

TJIB HIGH-TENSION CIHCUIT.

The High-Tension Transformer-- The standard high-tension
transformer is a closed-core oil-immersed transformer.

The

secondary is usually wound in two, three, or four pies which
are placed on the same leg of the transformer as the primary.
The secondaries of the larger transformers are often grounded
from the center to the metal transformer case which in turn
is grounded.

Since the maximum curren·ts used in X-ray work

are small ( 5 to 100 milliamperes), the secondaries are
wound with number 30 ·to 36 B. and S. guage copper wire.
The pies are wound with a paper insulating ribbon between
each layer to insure perfect insulation.

The general design

and specifications of these transformers vary greatly with
the make.

Some interesting

comp~risons

-16-

will be given later.

The Rectifier-- There are two general types of mechanical rectifiers commonly used on standard X-ray equipment, the
disc and the cross-arm.

Both types are driven by synchron-

ized induction motors.

These are_squirrel-cage motors with

enough iron removed from the rotors to make th em opera ta at
synchronous speed (1800 R.P.M. on 60 cycle power.).
·Figure 6 illustrates the operation of a disc rectifier.
The disc is made of some insulating material and the shoes
indicated at 5 and 6 are of some metal, usually aluminum
be o au s e of its w a i gb t.

In the figure , wbe n the right hand

terminal of the transformer is positive (Figure 6
circuit is completed as follows:
pole.

~

the

4-6-3-tube~l-5-2-negative

Whan the polarity of the transformer

circuit is as shown in Figure

A~}

reverses~

·the

B, namely, 2-5-3-tube-l-6-4.

Figure 7 illustrates the cross-arm rectifier.

In

this case the current is passed through arms from one
·collector to another collector half a revolution distant
instead of to a collector a quarter of a revolution distant.
The circuit can be traced (Figure 7 A) as follows: G-7-3tube-l-5-F or, when the transformer changes polarity,
(Figure 7 B) F-6-2-tube-4-8-G.
The cross-arm type of rectifying ·switch will hand.le a
much higher voltage for a given size than the disc type.
Also because of the batter placement of insulation it is
more easily designed and manufactured for high-voltage
rec t ific a ti on, ( Fie,ru.re 7D ) •
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It is possible for the motor to fall into step as
shown in Figures 6 C and 6 D so that -the switch will
rectify but will aeliver. the current to the tube at the
reversed polarity as shown.

This condition is changed when

it occurs, either by using a primary reversing switch or
by

opening for an instant and again closing the motor

switch.

This allows the mo tor. to drop back a little with

the chance of changing the polarity of the rectifying switch.
The Polari t.y Indicator-- Most standard apparatus is
equipped with a polarity indicator.

The polarity indicator

consists of a movable coil with a pointer attached which
rotates in a permanent magnetic field against a hair spring.
It is similar in construction to a direct-current voltmeter.
If the current flovvs in one direction through the coil, the
needle will deflect to one side; if the current flows in the
reverse direction the needle will deflect to the opposite
side.

The meter is energized by the current frbm a small

low-tension rectifier placed on the synchronous motor shaft.
(Figure 8).

lNhen this small rectifier is set properly in

relation to the high-tension rectifier, it indicates, as
soon as the motor is turned on, the polarity that the
rectifier will have when energized.
The Spark-Gap-- An adjustable spark-gap is usually a
psrt of the high-tension circuit.

This gap is used as a

rough check of the voltage of the high-tension circuit or
-21-
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.

merely as a spark-over pro tee ti on for the re s-t of the
circuit.

In the latter case the gap is set to break over

a·t the voltage rating of the apparatus.

In case of a surge

or any form of voltage over-load, the gap will break down
before any damage can be done to the insulation of fue transformer or to the X-ray tube.

The use cif

th~

gap as a means

of measuring the voltage deliverea to the tube is not a
satisfactory procedure as will be shown later.
The Milliampere-Meter-- A double scale 9 inch milliamperemeter (0-20, 0-200) is placed in the high-tension circuit
to indicate the current in milliamperes that is flowing
tbrough the tube.

These meters are commonly placea on a

wall bracket of some type high enough above the floor so that
the operator will not be in danger of receiving a high-tension
shock.
The Overhead-- The overhead,

or~high-tension

distribu-

tion system, is usually made of 3/8 inch or 3/4 inch brass
tubing supported by insulated brackets.

The energy for the

tube is taken from this system by flexible cords attached
to spring cord reels.
Figure 9 shows a. typical overhead installation of 3/4
inch tubing.

These overheads are maae as nearly corona-

proof as possible by using long benas, terminal balls at
the ends and by leaving no sharp projection at meter connections or elsewhere.
-23-

Figure 9.

The X-Ray Installat ion at the San Francisco Office of
The Victor X-Rny Oorporeti on •

.7ote:-

':'hie installati on was used for mlioh of the experimen tal
work for the preparati on of this thesis.
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THm FILAMENT OR COOLIDGE CIRCUIT.
The filament circuit, as shown in the sketch,
Figure 5, is an auxilliary circruit usea to energize and
control the heat of the filament of the tube.
The Coolidge Regulator-- The power for the Coolidge
circuit is taken from a 110 volt line.

An inductance regu-

lator gives the control in ·the primary circuit of the
·filament step-down transformer.
The Coolidge Transformer-- The transformer has its
primary and secondary well insulated from each other by
oil since the secondary is always at the potential of the
X-ray tube.

The transformer steps the voltage down from

110 to about 12 volts.

The Filament Ammeter-- A 9 inch filament ammeter with
a scale calibrated from 3 to 5 amperes is used in the

filament circuit to indicate the amperage supplied to the
filament.

There is a

a irec t relation be tween

this amperage

and the milliamperage of the tube circuit.
The Overhead Connections-- The filament current is
carried to the filament by one side of the brass tubing.of
lhe overhead and returned by an insulated wire running .
through the tubing.

This makes a neat installation since

the two parallel brass tubes carry the two circuits.
-25-

The Stabilizer-- An accessory device that is often
installed as a part of the overheaa system is the Kearsley
Stabilizer.

This device operates on the principle of a

Tirrill Regulator.

It keeps the filament current, and

therefore the milliamperage of the tube, constant in spite
of flue tua tions in the pm11rer supply.

Schematically the

device might be represented as shown in Figure 10.

The

armature actuatea by the variation of the electro-magn etic
field of the coils at A in tbe high-tension circuit cuts
in and out the
.circuit.

resistanc~R,which

is.a part of the filament

Thus an increase in milliamperage causes an

increase in the field at A and the resistance, R Jis cut in
to lower the filament current which in turn lowers the tube
current.

When the tube current is normal or tends to be low

the spring of the armature closes the contact and shorts
out the resistance R.
1

By raising or lowering the two coils

at A this device will stabilize at any desired current.

An

insulated rod attached to a screw device for raising or lowering these coils and a scale calibrated in milliamperes
makes this adjustment an easy

~~tter.

The stabilizer will

take care of the tube current if the fluctuation of the
line is not more than ten per cent.
The Tube-- The Coolidge tube that completes tbe high~ension

sidered.

circuit of the X-ray machine has already been conThese tubes are held in place by insulated. supports
-26-.

at each end.

They are partially or completely surrounded

by a lead-glass bowl for the protection of the operator
and the patient.

The tube-stands ·that support the tubes and

bowls are designed so that the tube may be raised, lowered,
or tilted at the various angles necessary in radiographic
work.

PROBLEMS IN 'THE STANDARDIZED' INST.ALLATIOU OF

PLM~S

rmw

EQUIPMENT.

FOR DEPARTMENTS.

One does not have to look far in almost any city in
the United States to find a hospital that offers an excellent example of the great need for more carefully planned
and batter standardized X-ray departments.

Too often the

X-ray department is crowded into quarters in no way suitable.

The architect who drew up the plans knew nothing of

the :problems connec tea with this department or perhaps ha
was forced to make use of the space left after all other
departments were plannea.

Until recently the medical men

or trwse interested in planning a hospital, paid little
attention to the placing of, or the plans for, the X-ray
department.

Atid

y~t

this

d~partment

needs almost as much

careful planning as the operating rooms if it is to
function efficiently.
-27-

The Space Needed-- The first consideration should be
the size of the department desired.

This will depend to

a large e'xten t on the size of the hospital ana the class
of work expected.

Certainly~

hospital located near a

large industrial center would need a different department
than a tubercular sanitarium of the same size located in
the mountains.
~hat

When these questions are settled the space

will be needed can be determined.
The Location-- The next problem is that of the location

of the department.

The X-ray department should be located

so that it will be convenient to the Surgery and yet
convenient for patients from the outside ana emergency cases.
Many hospitals have chosen to place the departmept in
the basement because of the latter considerations.

The

difficulty with this location is that high-tension equipment of this kind requires very dry atmospheric conditions.
The writer has in mind a carefully planned department
with an installation costing approximately $15,000.

The

high-tension transformers and rectifying units were installed
in the basement.

The builaing contractor guaranteed the

basement to be dry but in less than a month enough moi.sture
collected on the insulating members of the rectifiers to
cause

~n~

of them to break down completely and to set fire

to ·the' equipment.
The Arrangement-- Besides the general location of the
-28-

department, c.are is needed in ·the arrangement of the
various par ts of the department_ itself.

It wi 11 be im-

possible to consider more than a very few parts of the
problem in this paper ••
The X-ray exposure rooms should be easily accessible from the halls so that a patient can be carried in
conveniently on a stretcher or guerney and easily placed
in po si ti on for the expo sure.
The dark-room should be conveniently located in
respect to the radiographic rooms.
Wherever possible the high-tension transformers and
rectifiers should be built into separate rooms and equippea
With remote control.
deadened so that the

rrt1ese transformer rooms should be
noi~e

of the motor-driven rectifying

swi tcbes will not be annoying.

These rooms should be well

ventilated to carry off the _gases that are liberated as
the air is ionized by the continual arcing in the rectifier.
Care should be taken in the planning of a control booth
for the pro tee ti on of the opera tor.

The boo th shoula be

located as near the equipment of the exposure room as possible.
It should be well ventilated.

The booth should be equipped

with lead glass windows so placed that the maximum view of
the room will be obtained at all times.
The rooms of th_e department should be planned to
accommoda ta standard X-ray equipment ana standard installations.

Many times it is advisable to arrange the rooms so
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that one transformer and control unit may be used to operate
two separate radiographic rooms, a radiographic and a
fluoroscopic room, or a radiographic and a therapy room.
Anotber important consideration ih_;tne. designing of a
department should be that of growth and future requirements.
This point is too often overlooked.
All these problems and many more should be considered
in connection with plans for departments.

Figures 11, 12

and 13 show the floor plans of several departments designed
by the wri tar.

POWER PROBLEMS.

Many problems are connected with the power supply for
modern X-ray depar·tments.

The power requirements are

unusual, for although the maximum loads are used only for
fractions of a second (1/10 to 1/30) , th is power must be
available at all times and must be delivered without much
line drop.
Power Available-- The.

type ana voltage of the power

used is often pre-determined by the power available.

The

X-ray machines are designed to operate on al ternating-cnrrent
power at any of the common frequencies.

If direct•current

power is all that is available, rotary converters are used
as part of the installation.

However, the direct-current

installations are always more complicated;
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in out-put and far less efficient than alternating-current
installations of the same size.

For these. reasons alternat-

ing-current power is used wherever possible.
rrhe ordinary radiographic machine requires, for
maximum efficiency, a power supply of 25 kilo-watts.
is usually supplied at 220.volts.

'.rhi s

By changing the input

taps of the auto-transformer used as a part of the control
device, the same equipment oan utilize power at 110 volts.
Power Stability-- The X-ray equipment requires unusual
stability of the power supply for satisfacwry operation.
Sudden changes in voltage are apt to set up surges in the
high-tension circuit.

Voltage fluctuation makes it imposs-

ible to do· consistent work since the X-ray energy aeliveraa
from the tube is directly proportional to the
high-tension voltage.

r1 1his

~?qn.are

o.f the

makes any small changes on the

1 ine vary noticeable on the end result or film.
It is very important, unless a stabilizer is used, to
have the voltage as near constant as
supply.

~ossible

for filament

A voltage change of 107b on the filament circuit of

tbe tube will cause a milliamperage variation of approximately 300%.

Therefore, the power shoula be taken from a

separate transformer wherever possible, or at least, from
separate busses on the main distribution system.

In no

case sho11ld this power be ta.lean from lines ca:crying very
irregular loads, such as lines supplying current for
elevators or heating or cooking uni ts.
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I w.

I

The power supply should

als~be

at a constant frequency.

The motors are _designed for a certain frequency and will
tend to hunt if ·that frequency is not held constant.
~rhe

power lines to the equipment should be o'f copper

heavy enough to carry the maximum load with not more th an a
1% drop.

Ona of the problems of the de$igning departrrant

is to persuade the electrical contractor that such lines
are neeaaa.

It is

ha~a

for the engineer to realize that

the loads used are for fractions of a second only and that
everything must favor the delivery of a full load instantly.
Power Rates-- Consi aering these requirements, it is
little wonder that the power companies have difficulty in
fixing the rates for tba power supplied.

These rates are

usually set on the flat-rate basis as a compromise

the power

av~ilable

be~vean

and the actual power used.

INSTALI.JA~HON

PROBLEMS.

Arrangement of Equipment-- Although the arrangement

of the equipment of an X-ray installation is more or less
de terrninad. by the Size

ana

po Si tion Of the rooms, it sh Onld

be arranged to the best possible advantage in the space
available.
Tbe control should be located in a booth as far as
possible from the X-ray tube because distance is one of the
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best protections from X-radiation.

It should be locatea so

that the opera tor may see the patient and the X-ray tube
while making adjustments or taking exposures.
The high-tension transformer and rectifier should be
placed so that they are out of the way but easily accessible

for cleaning, oiling and repair, and so that the overheaa
connections from the transformer to the tube are as short
as possible.
rrhe meters and stabili.zer should be· placed where they
may be easily seen from the control stand and where all
adjustments and changes of scales may be made easily.
Insulation Problems-- One of the greatest problems
connected with the installation of X-ray equipment is the
insulaMon of the high-tension parts of the equipment.
high-tension transformer

a~d

safe distance from t}Je walls.

The

rectifier must be pla·ced at a
The distance from any terminal

to ground should be at least twice the maximum spark-over
· distance of the transformer.
The Coolidge transformer is in the high-tension line
and must be placed on an insulated sh.elf.
The overhead must be sripported by heavy insulated posts
at a safe distance from the ceiling.

Wherever it is nacessar'

to run the overhead through walls a heavy insulating tube
must be used.

Thi. s tube sboula extena out ten or twelve

inches on each side of the wall surface to insure against
leakage to the wall.

Similar insulation must be used wherever
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the overhead crosses steam or other iron pipes or girders
in ·the room.

.A 11 insulation be tween the overhead and

grounded objects should be sufficient to withstana half
of. tba .to:tal po ten ti al of. the high-tension transfo rrilar,
plus an allowance for a factor of safety.

This me ans

for a radiographic installati.on;insulation sufficient to
with stand 100 kilovolts, for ·a therapy installation,· insuia-

tion suf fi c i en t to withs tan a 200 kilovo 1 ts (peak) •
..411 metal equipment in tbe vicinity of the high-tension

circuit or the tube act as static condensers and collect,
by induction,, charges that at times become troublesome.

If a patient is placed on a metal table or chair he will

complain of a stinging sensation as the current is turned on.·
This is

a ue

to a static discharge from the table or ch air

to the body of the pa ti ant.

To prevent th is

a isc harge

all

metal chairs, tables and other objects used as part of the
installation should be grounded.

1\lso meta1. parts of the

control stand that might become chargaa with high-or-lowtension shoula be grounded for the pro tee ti on of the operator.

Many institutions insist that tba floor be covered

with a heavy insulating material if it is of cone.rate o:t
tile, thus lessen:i.ng: the danger of high-tension shock i.n
the

aepar tmen t.
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TESTS FOR THE

ST.AND~l')RDIZATION

OF .EXISTING INSTALLATIONS.

No set of routine tests can be used for the work of
standardizing.an X-ray installation because each installation is different and has its own peculiar problems.

It

will be impossible to record here all of the tests that
might be applied to solve all the problems that might arise.
Many problems are common to various installations, however,
and it is the writer's purpose to consider some of the more
interesting ones.

POW.ER TESTS.

Power difficulties are great sources of trouble to
X-ray installations.

Consequently the testing of the power

conditions is one of the first problems.
Line Conditions-- It is often found that difficulty
can be attributed to voltage drop.

The following .is a list

of places at wbich the voltage drop should be testea, gi van
in the order in which the .tests shoula be made:
I.

Drop across primary terminals of the high-tension

transformer.--This drop is the total drop that is effecting
the energy out-put of the transformer.

The readings can

be taken by removing one of the primary terminal leads of
the high-tension transformer and reading the no-load voltage
across the in;tpu·t terminals, then replacing the lead and
reading ·the drop under a heavy load.
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II.

Drop across. auto-transformer out-put.-- The

difference be tween this drop ·ana the drop of I indicates
the drop in the leaas from the control stana to the hightension transformer.
III. Drop across line terminals ( L I ana L 2) of the
control stand.-- The difference between this drop and the
drop at II indicates the drop iri ·the auto-transformer
itself.
IV.

Drop at cut-out box in the X-ray room.--

The

difference in drop be tween this and III iild icates the drop
in the lines from the box to the control stand.
V.

Drop across the power busses on the distribution

board.-- If the drop at this point is still above 2% the
trouble is due to the power supply.
When such a system is followed ana complete data obtained the service man has
work.

ao equate information to start his ·

Often he may find short-cuts can be taken but unless

he has fo llowea some such method of analysis he wi 11 have
difficulty in locating the trouble.
The following is sn example· of the ahove tests applied
to a practical problem by the writer, ana the final solution:
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Milliamperes.

I:iloVoltage
Peak.

no
Load.

Drop.

%'

Drop.

Place of
test.

I.-.

250

70

160

18

11.3

Primary of
high-tension
transformer.

II.

250

70

160

18

11.3

Auto-transformer OU t-put.

III.,

250

70

220

23

10.9

Line terminals
L 1 and L 2.

IV.

250

70

220

20

9.10

Cut-out box.

v.

250

70

220

19

8.64

Busses in
basement.

An analysis showed that of a total of 11.3% drop, 76.5%
could be traced directly to the power in-put, 4.07% to the
drop in the lines from the busses to the cu.t-out box, 15• 9%
to- the line from the box to the control stand, and 3.53~0 to
the auto-transformer.
As soon as the tests were completed the engineer from
the power company was ca_l_led.
the entire block was fed f1om
ed in parallel.

.'1 qui ck survey showed that
~vo

25 Kw, transformers connect-

Upon close examination, one of the trans-

formers was found to have a burned out primary fuse.

'E'ro m

all indi6ations it had bean out, and one transformer had
been carrying the load, for ·six or seven months.

Replacing

th is fuse rectified most of the trouble.
Many other illustrations might be cited that would
show the valuable use that has been maae of this standard
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method of testing voltage drdp.
Ano th er type of power d iffi cul ty can be classed as
line surge..

'J:hese are often very troublesome in X-ray work.

To test for line surges, the high-tension transformer should
have its secondaries disconnected from the rectifier and
connec tad to ·the terminals of the standard sphere-gap.

A

voltmeter sboula be connected across the primary terminals.
At a medium input the: kilo-voltage (peak} should be
measured \Vi th the sphere-gap several times and the aver age
taken.

Then the sphere-gap should be set for a kilo-voltage

from 10% to 15% in excess of the kilo-voltage measured and
the transformer energized.

If the line is subject to line

surges, the current will break down this gap consistently
several times a minute.

All X-ray transformers should be

proteote_d against line surges by a high resistance ·shunt
across the primary terminals.

r.rhe protective resistance

may be in the form of a carbon rod, an open winaing of fine
·resistance wire, a resistance wire baked into an enameled
porcelain shell, or an ordinary incandescent carbon lamp.
Stability-- Often the power supply is very unstable.
Many times this condition cannot be rectified.

Here again

a complete analysis of the power condition may be of great
assistance both to the engineer ana to the roentgenologist.
rrhe following is a practical example of the tests made at

a hospital.
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·The power for the hospital, as that for the en tire city
is supplied by. a two-phase, four-wire ais tri bu ti on sys tam.
This system also supplies power for heating as well as for
several large manufacturing plants.

In order to discover

just what the voltage characteristic was, a recording voltmeter was placed across the busses supplying the X-ray
department.

Voltage variations were recoraea for a week.

In this particular case, a 220 voltmeter could not be obtained so a 120-vo 1 t meter was co nnec tea from one side of the
220 volt line to the neutral.

of the curves for the. week.

Figure 14 shows an average
An· analysis of this curve shows

that the voltage. starts.to drop at 6 A.M. when the hospital
cooking and heating load, ana the city's morning load begins
to come on.

At 9 A.M. the voltage has become fairly constant.

At 11:45 A.M., when most cif the industrial loaa begins to
be cut off for the noon hour, the vo 1 tage raises 6 vol ts
and stays at.that peak until 1 P.M. when it suddenly drops
back to the lower level again.

It is fairly constant until

5:30 P.M. when the hospital cooking load and the lighting

load of the city is cut in again.
Brom this ,analysis it was possible to recommend that
1

the roentgenologist pla.n his high-voltage X-ray treatment work
for the hours from 9 to 11 A.M. and from 2 to 5 ?.M.

As

soon as he carried out this plan he had little difficulty
from line fluctuation.

Formerly he had been trying to operate
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Figure 14.
·. .;..43_.

<·

his. equipment from 11 A.M. to 1 P.M: and in some cases
after 5 P.M.

The complete study of .the voltage character-

istics made it possible for him to get perf·ect satisfaction
out of his equipment in spite of the poor power characteristic.
Stability of frequency is essential for satisfactory
operation of X-.ray equipment.

Tests for stabili·ty of frequen-

cy are usually made with a vibrating-reed frequency meter.
rhe meter should be connected and readings taken a:it regular

1

periods for a day or more.

If the frequency is variable

the problem should be taken to the power company.

Fortunate-

ly, the cases of variable frequency are few.

CONTROL TESTS.

Control tests might be arranged under three heads as
follows:-

1. Steps of main voltage control- 2. Filament

regulation tests - 3. Timer tests.
Steps of Main Voltage Control-- The great variety of
X-ray machines offers a wia·e variation of primary voltage
control, ranging from the units with no voltage control
to those with 700 steps.

It is not enough for the operator

of an X-ray machine to know the number of steps obtainable.
He should know the exact change of voltage for each change
in control setting.
very uneven.

Unfortunately, t1·1ese steps are often

As stated before the control device is an

auto-transformer or a rheostat_or a combination of the two.
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The Standard

~he . 'icto~-Ke&rsley

Vi~tor ~phere

Ga . •

Stabilizer.

.he Victor X-Hri:; Timer.
Fi("'J.re 15.
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The steps of voltage possible from the auto-transformer
control may be found by taking the voltage reaaings across
the out-put of the ·transformer for every setting of the
control.

In Figure 26 in the column headed au to-transformer

volts are the voltage readings for various steps of regulation on one of the larger auto-transformers.
If a rheostat is used for the control, the readings
may also be made across the out-put circuit.

In this case,

however, only the voltages under load are of any value since
the voltage depends upon the current used.
Filament Regulation Tests-- Careful tests should be
made of the possible regulation of the filament current
'rhese tests

and the corresponding milliamperage change.

are usually made by varying the hand inductance regulator
and t$king the readings of the filament current and the
milliamperes of tube current for each change.

The curve

.in Figure 16 shows the importance of having a fine control
of tt·is filament voltage.

The curve also shows the need of

a stable voltage supply for this circuit.

If possible it

should be taken from a separate 110 volt line although it
may be taken from taps on the auto-transformer.
Timer Tests-- Usually the X-ray timer is tested for
its accuracy of time interval and its duplication of this
interval.

For medium or long exposures, a stop-watch may

be used in making the te-sts.
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But for short exposures

(fractions of a second) some other mathod must be used.
One of the simplest methods of checking these time intervals
is the top method.
The energy delivered to the X-ray tube is not an
ordinary direct current but a pulsat.ing direct current.
This can be bes·t understood by referring to Figure 17.
Here, curve A shows the ·wave delivered to the rectifier.
The rectifier reverses the circuit so tbat the current
delivered to the tube during the time, M to N, is in the
same direction as that delivered from 0 to M.

The best

mechanical rectifiers are not designed to use more than
85% of the voltage wave delivered.
take as little as 10 to 15%.

Some are designed to

The result is that tbe current

is delivered to the tube as shown by curve B.

The time

interval, T2 to T3 , varies with the make and type of tbe
If the frequency of the alternating current

rectifier.

line is Y...nown, the time of exposure may be accurately
checked to within 1/120 of a second.
A metal top about 3

or~

incbes in diameter, with a

small hole cut near the periphery, is used.

The timer is

set on the lowest setting ana everything arranged for an
exposure.

'11hen the top is spun and the test exposure made.

Usually several of these exposures are made on the same
film so that a check may be made on the accuracy of the
duplication.
spot

When the film is developed a small black

indicate~

each exposure due to each energy wave.
-48-
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These spots will be separated by an unexposed part of the
film proper tional in length to the time that elapsea between
the

waves.(Figu~e

19).

Changes in the speed of rotation

of the top will change only the relative lengths of the parts
of the film exposed, not the number of exposures in a given
time.

The number of these small exposures divided by twice

the frequency of the power supply gives the actual time of
exposure for a rectified machine.

The number of exposures

divided by the frequency gives the time for non-rectified
units.

Thus for a 60 cycle power. supply 1/10 of a second

exposure should show 12 do ts on the test film.

1~

little

c are must be used in co un ting th e s ma 11 expo sure s because
sometimes the timer will cut in in the center of one wave
and out in the center of another.
~No

This might be taken as

small exposures when actually the

~vo

small exposures

on each .end aaaea togetl1er make one full pulse.

~P.his

can

be seen by comparing the length of these exposures with
the length 6f the others.
It is interesting to know that some.timers on the
mar~et

graduated to 1/60 of a second can not be made to

give an exposure less than 1/5 of a second.

There is no

change in the time interval at any setting below 1/5 of
a second.
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Top for Timer Teets.

Note;- Film of top is here
photographically
reversed.

Figure 19.
Timer Taste.
Showin

the tilm result of a test for 1/10 ot a seoond on a
sixty-cycle current~
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HIGH-TENSION PROBIJEIVIS AND :TESTS.

Mo st of the high-tension problems that the field man
have to solve can be cla?sified under one of the following
heads~-

high-tension transformer problems, rectificatior t

problems, and high-tension overhead problems.
High-Tension 1rransforrrier 'rests-- 'rhe

high-tens~~l'.l

X-ray transformer is not desi'gned f.or electrical effi.c iency
but rather for a high voltage out-put at a very low secondary current and for a minimum size.
In order to determine the main characteristi cs of some
of the common transformers on the market, the writer made
tests of the transformer cons tan ts.
interest were:
impedance,

Ya=

~

g: -t-

The cons tan ts of mo st

I. the ratio of turns, ...P.!._
n~

, 2.

the primary

z,=~ r/+x/ , ana 3. the secondary impedance,

The primary exciting admittance,
b;

, was not calculated.

The first was obtained

from an open-circuit test and the last two from a shortcircuit

test~

For the open circuit test full voltage,

E1 ~

at rated frequency, was impressed on,,the primary,n , the
primary 1 and the secondary terminal voltage, E
read on a sphere-gap.

= Ez ,

was

The average of six readings at

different primary voltages was taken since the transformer
operates with.varying primary input voltages.
In the· short-circui t test, the secondary was shortcircuited and a voltage,

Esc
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,

was- impressed on the primaty

of such a value that-approximately a full-load current,
I1

,

the secondary was then carry-

flowed in the primary;

ing the full load current, Iz •
E_,c.

and the power input
' I1 '

Readings were taken of

Wsc

rrhe power f.actor was then Cos e =

Wsc

E.sc

I:z.

The ex-

•

citing current was so small it was neglected.
Since the terminal voltage of the secondary was zero,
the impre ssea voltage,

was consumed by the impedance

,

E.sc

of the transformer and was the full load impedance drop.
n

Et .SC -- I J. Z1. +-~-•
ll
~

:::. I 1.

=I l
=II

{ z1 +f ~~r z.j

~ [r, +t~-r rJ~ t- {x, t ~r
+

~ r~+ x

':l

I,

::.

z.

xt

r
.

Where r, x, and Z are the equivalent resistance, reactance
and impedande of the transformer as primary quantities.
The power input, Ws(. =- primary and secondary copper
losses plus a very small core loss and was neglected.
r

VI SC.

~

r,

r
~

r

::.

~

~

:"
:::
r
r = r' + (
ana· fi were determined by assuming that the two windings

were designed for the same current density and; therefore,
tha;t the two copper losses were approximately the· same.
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.

r,

=

2~7= '~

"{:J

~

r~

In a similar way X = X1 -tits two components

(

::r x~

was separated into

a.na
This wo ula be correct of the leakage fluxes about tb e two

windings were equal, which was assumed to be the case,
since the magnetomotive forces were equal and the leakage
paths very similar.
The following is a comparison of t-wo transformers of
the same rated capacity tested at the same place:
'rransformer #1
Wina ing ratio, 7..;z
Power factor, (Cos.a)

Transformer #2 .

508 to 1

645 to 1

.713

.413

Angle Of lag, 6

44° 30'

65° 30 T

Primary res i s tan c e, r,,

.25'75 Ohms

.063

Primary reac tance, x,,

.2425 Ohms

.1135 Ohms

Secondary resi s·tance, r2

66,200 Ohms

34,600 Ohms

Secondary reac tance,

63,100 Ohms

62,400 Ohms

x~
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Ohms

Data.·
Closed Circuit Test

Open Circuit Test

Transformer #1.
I

Esc

Wsc

KVP

I

E

96

72

18.4

13

175

35

23.6

16. 5

275

44.5

120

86

27.2

19

375

. 51.5

144

103

30 .16

21.4

462

52.5

150

112.

34.0

24

575

64.5

Transformer #2.
28~72

10.0

112.5

44.1

68.0

64

34.16

11.0

162.5

52.8

116.5

102

40.3

12 .3

220.0

62.7

125.0

116

42.1

12.6

244.0

65.7

136.7

120

43.2

12.8

275 .1

67.7

.A careful study of these transformer constants made

it possible to predict certain characteristics that each

type of transformer would show.
The curves of Figura 20 give the ratio of lead
impedance drop to secondary currant out-put, and primary
load ourran t to secondary current.
Figures 21 and 22 show the equipment used for these
tests.
Rectifier Tests-- The majority of the mechanical
rectifiers used as part of the X-ray machines complete a
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I

01

0\

I

F1£Ure 21.
'Squlprient as t.rranre.d for the Open-Jircui t Test of the
High-~ension ~ransformer.

Fit.""-lre ~2.
7

qu1pnAnt n3 Arron

d for the Jlosed-Jircul t ':'est of the

Hif h-Tension ~rensform~r.
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rectification cycle ever.:.y 180 degrees of rotation.

In

other words, a complete rotation of the rectifying switch
(360 mechanical degrees) means a change of 720 electrical
degrees.

For this reason, a slight error in setting the

rectifier may result in a much greater error in actual
electrical rectification.
From the transformer tests above, it will be seen
that the best power factor is about .713.

~his

means that

the current wave lags almost 45° behind the voltage wave.
Therefore, if the rectifier is set to rectify at the
maximum voltage, the current delivered will be only· a fraction of maximum.

Again, if it is set to rectify at the

maximum current value of the wave, the ;voltage characteristic
will be poor.

The setting must vary a little for the

par tic ul a r ma chine a na the use to w hi ch i t is put.

For

instance, a therapy ma china that is to be used at high
voltages with currents never more than 10 to 15 milliamperes
can use a setting nearer the peak of the voltage wave than
a machine that is to use therapy .settings one time and 100
milliampere raa iographic setting the next.

These settings

must be made with a full knowledge of the field of servi.ce
required.

The radiographic rectifier should be set near the

point shown by the intersection of the two waves in Figura 18.
Improper setting usually shows up in tests for ratings
of a machine.

A rectifier set too near the voltage peak

will not deliver the rated maximum current, while the voltage
-58-

would be above the ra ted-·-VO 1 tage.

The opposite would be

true for error in the direction of the current peak.
The rectifier is a good place to look for losses in
energy of the eqnipmen t.

The common test is to take voltage

·between the high-tension transformer and the rectifier and
compare this with the voltage of the tube circuit.
again, the loss will vary widely with

th~

ty~e

Here

of rectifier.

Often the losses can be lessened by adjusting all the shoes
to a small sparking distance at all points.
The kilo-volt limits of all rectifiers· vary with
type.

~he

The limits of the disc type are much less than the

limits of the cross-arm type.
with the current used.

These limits will also vary

If at any given current the v.ol tage

is raised slowly until the energy jumps the air gaps and
flows completely around the disc from shoe to shoe the
limits for tha.t current is reached.
Overhead Tests-- Tests for standardizing the overhead
of an instal la ti on might be classified as follows:
1. insulation tests,

2. corona loss tests, and 3. capacity

tests.·
1 i Fortunately insulation leakages usually make th emsel ves known by noise, smoke or fire, or by visible sparking.
Ona excellent way of looking for insulation leakage in the
overhead is to darken the room

an.a

operate the equipment at

as near maximum voltage as possible ..

In many cases the

leakage will be seen as a luminous spray or a sparking.,.
-59-

Another test is to

~se

a milliampere me tar in tbe circuit

ito reaa the leakage current.
2. Corona losses, like insulation losses, can reaaily

be seen in a aarl:ened room •. A method of measuring the
amount of this loss is to take voltage and currant readings
at various parts of the overhead installation and compare
the readings.

The corona loss on a well-designed overhead

of brass tubing is very little but the loss on the wire
overhead sometimes _used often becomes a problem.

This loss

varies with the size and length of the overhead, the number
of sha:rp points left by the installation man and so forth.
3.

It is often necessary to run two pieces of over-

head· tubing, one near the other, to carry energy to a switch
ana back to a table connection.

Whenever ·these tubes run

parallel, even though they are each on the same side of the
line, the. capacity of the t-wo is apt to cause trouble.

Many

times th is is ·tbe source of the surge that periodically
breaks across the sphere-gap 10% above the kilo-voltage peak
being used.

A good test for this capacity is to connect

the two tubes with a small point gap separated about 1/4
inch.

If there is a continual discharge· between the two

a high resistance shoula be placed between t.hem to drain

off this capacity charge.

TUBE TESTS.

Tube tests are usually performed on tubes for the
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information of the or)erator__,..

They are namely, tests for

gas or increase of pressure in the tube, tests to determine
the size of the focal ·spot ana tests of electronic emission
of the tube (ratio of filament current to tube current).
r.rests for Gas-- Tests for gas, or an increase of
pressure within the tube, ·snoula be made at a low voltage
setting.

If possible a resistance control should be used

to limit the current that might follow through the tuba
if the tube vacuum were low.

If there is an increase of

press.ure it will be detected by· a brilliant green or. blue
color in the tube when the high-tension voltage is applied.
Such a tube may be reduced again by long exposures at low
current, 2 to 4 milliamperes, at a voltage of about 50 to
60 kilo-vol ts peak, pr.ovid ing the increased pressure is
not due to a leak.
Tests for Electronic 'Emission-- Tubes should also be
checked to see that the filaments emit enough electrons at
low enough temperatures to be practical in the X-ray laboratory.

This is usually done by checking the milliamperage

current the tube will allow to pass at various reaa ings of
the filament ammeter.
1,ests for Focal Spot-- 'rhe size of .the focal spot,
that is the area of the target on which the cathode stream
is focussed, plays an important part in the detail or

a efini tion

of the rad iograph. Therefore, it is important
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that the actual size of -the focal spots of all tubes be
'.tested.

A common method is to make use of the pin-hole

camera principle.

A lead diaphragm with a hole from

.005 to .01 of an inch in diameter is interposed half way

be tween the tube ·target and an unexposed film.
heavy exposure is made.

Then a

When the film is developed, an

image of the target will be shown with a heavy spot showing the size of the focal spot.(Figure 23).

It is

interesting to note that the whole target gives off X-rays
as indicated by the image of the whole target on the film.
I t c an be prove a t'h ?t muc h o f the 1 a ck of

ae ta i 1

is caused by this characteristic radiation.

in a . f i lm

This effect

can be shown by making an expo sure wi tb the tube target
and focal spot turned toward the ceiling.

Here the whole

shadow will be due to characteristic radiation from other
parts of the tube than the focal spot, the radiograph will
lack definition of course.

PROTECTION TESTS.
Protection and the methods of testing for protection
are important parts in tbe standardization work.

Protection

for the operator and other workers in the department should
be considered ana, also, protection for unexposed films.
Operator's Safety--

The danger of continued exposure

of the body to X-radiatiQn, although this radiation may be
-62-
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very small, cannot be.over-emphasizea.

Many of the tragedtes

among the pioneers of the X-ray science came from continued
exposures at very low energy, 1/4 to 1/2 a milliampere of
tube current.

Of course, the danger is greater wben the

machine is used for treatment work at heavy voltages
(110 - 120 kilo-voltage peak) ana for long exposures.

effect on the body is accumulative.

The

For this reason careful

tests should be made of the protection offered the operator
and other workers in close proximity to the X-ray room.
The presence of X-radiation is commonly determined
by its effect on the emulsion of a film.

The film is either

worn by the operator or placed on the wall near the control
s~tand

for a day

or longer ana later developea.

The amount

of fog, blackening of ·the film, is then a check of the
amount of radiation being received at that poi.nt.

Special

tests can be made by focusing the tube directly toward ·the
.walls to be tested ana checking the radiation on the other
side with a film.
Lead is a common pro tee ti on used.

.Ano the1-- method of

giving protection is to make the walls of a special plaster
made of barium sulphate.
A very common error is to suppose that no protection

is necessary if the tube is surrounded by lead except for
the treatment port.

Tests show that a treatment room is

filled with secondary radiation from the patient and the
table although the tube-is thus surrounded by lead.
-64-

Lead-glass, a trade

nam~

for glass containing enough

lead salts to make it a good protective medium, is used for
windows and wherever unobstructed vision is desired along
with pro tee ti on.

Lead-glass has approximately. the pro tee t-

i ve value. of 1/4 the thickness qf sheet leaa.

Figure 24

shows one of the experimental rooms at the Stanford
University Hospital used by the writer in obtaining data
fo·r th is,·paper.
Film Chests for the Pro tee ·tion of Loaded Cassettes-X-ray films are very sensitive to X-raaiation and must be
stored in boxes or rooms free from such radiation.

When

these films are loaded in a cassette bew1een intensifying
screens they are five or six times as sensitive as when
stored in their ordinary containers.

For this reason,

special protecti?n should be designed for films loaded and
ready for exposure.

A lead-lined box or chest is often

placed i.n the X-ray room wb ere tbe loaded films can be
placed and be safe ana convenient for use.

These boxes

sbo uld be checked to make sure they are safe.

These tests

can be made as described above.
General Pilm. Storage Pro tee tion-- Vaults s1-,ould be
built for the storage of both expo sea ana unexposed films.

r.rhese vaults should be designed so as to be safe from Xradia tion.

Tests should be made in the usual way.

In addition to this, however, the vaults should be
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~

·r.

I

I

Figure 24.
One of the Radiobraphic 3ooms et the Stanford Jniversity Hospital.

Not9:-

of the experimental work for this thesis was cerried on
in this room. '!'he pi~t'.lre shov:s the lead-booth fo:r the proteotion of the operator Emd the lead-rlass window to give a
view of the room to tle operator at all times.

!~ch
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designed for fire protection.

·Films are made of celluloid,

a compound of camphor and gun-cotton, and are ve-y;y
able •

infl~mm

The vaults should be equipped wi ~h adequate

automatic sprinlcler attachments, automatic fire doors,· and
special flues for ventilation.

D..~RK-ROOM TESTS.

The dark-room is an important part of the X-ray
laboratory.

The following are some of the common sources

of difficulties in the dark-room for which tests must be
made:

light, radiation, solutions, films and intensify-

ing screens.
Light Tests--·The dark-room should be testea to make
sure it is a safe place to handle films.

Tests should be

made for light leakage and for defects in the ruby lamps.
A strip of a film shonla be exposed in the dark-room for a

minute while the remainder of the film is covered with a
piece of paper.

Then the paper should be moved on to a

second strip and this ana the first strip exposed for a
minute ( the first strip will then have had two minutes
of exposure).

This should be continued until four or five

exposures have been maae.

The first strip will have received

four minutes, the second three, the thira two and so forth.
If tbe room is light safe, this film when developed will show
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no blackening.

If, however, the room is not light safe

the film will show the amount of fogging for each minute
of time that tho film is hanaled in the room.
7tadiation 'rests-- Since the films are loaded in the

a ark-room,

tests should be made to be sure the loading

shelves are free from radiation from the X-ray room.

The

loading shelves should be leaded or the walls leaded if the
X-ray room is near.
Solution Tests-- The dark-.room solutions, the developer
and the fixing bath, must be checked from .time to time to
make sure that they are in good condition.

There is· no

absolute rule as to the length of tiffie these solutions wi 11
keep.

I'heir life depends on the temperatures at which they

1

are kept, the surface exposea to the air, the number of
.square inches of film

~,un

through, the cleanliness of the

tank when the solution is made and several other factors.
The developing solution is a strong oxidizing agent.
As it ages it gradually becomes oxidized and consequently
looses its value as an oxidizing agent •.. ' An oxidized developer slows up the development process, has a tendency to
produce stain and lessens the density and contrast of the
film.

The solutions are tested by checking the ti me

requirea for proper development ana the amount of stain on
the film.

The curve in Figure 25 is plotted from data

given by the Eastman Pilm Company for the proper development
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of their films.
The safest proceaure to follow in the making of
solutions i's to use one of the standard packages put up
by a reliable company.

In these packages the formula is

in powder form and needs only to be mixed with water.
The chemicals are pure and the formula is standard.
'rhe action of the developing solution changes with the
temperature.
degrees

'l'be solution should be kept be tween 65 and 70

ahrenhet t.

1

:C

Figure 25 gives the time of

aeve lop-

.

ment needed for complete development of films at various
temperatures.
.B1 ilm

Tests-- Often

aiffi cul t1es

in the X-ray results

can be traced to the films themselves.
be tested for the follovving conaitions:
raa ia tion fog,
1.

~rhe

films should

1. light fog or

2. speed of emulsion and 3. c lari. ty of base.

]:he best test for· light or radiation fog is to

develop and fix in the regular way a film talrnn from the
film box to be tested.

It

i~

impossible to differentiate

between light fog and fog from stray radiation unless the
light fog happens to effect part of the film.

This

condition will be seen if a film box is opened in a lighted
room.

The light will fog only a portion of tbe film.

as i ae from t t1 i s par tic u 1 a r c as e ,. the re s u1 t o f

But,

the t e st w i 11

be the same for light and radiation fog.
If the film is not3oggea,the fixed film will be perfectly
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clear.

If the emulsiori has

be~n

affected by light or

radiation the finished film will be gray, the amount of
coloring depending on the amount of light or radiation.
2.

Tests for the

of an emulsion, or ·the amount

~peed

of blackening caused by a given amount of X-ray exposure,
are usually co mpara ti ve tests.

Strips of a test film are

exposed at given settings of the machine for various periods
of time.

rrhe best method is to cover all of the film except

a small strip with a piece of sheet lead.
exposed about 1/4 second.

Then the lead is moved, uncover-

ing another sttip of film.
1/4 second.

This strip is

Again the film is exposed fot

This means that the first strip has received

1/2 second ana the second 1/4 second.

This procedure should

be repeated until the final film has strips of film exposed
from 1/4 second to 2 or 3 seconds.

When these films are

developed ana fixed they can be compared with standard
films and the speed de terminea in relation ·to the s·tandard
film.
3.

To test for clarity of· the base of a film, the

film should be taken from the box, and without developing,
placed in tr e fixing bath.

The result should be a clear

film, providing the film ba·se is clear.

Sometimes the

result will show a yellowish or grayish tinge in the film
base.
Intensifying Screen Tests-- The films in most exposure
-71-

work are placed between two intensifying screens.

These

screens are made of calcium tungstate crystals which have
the property of fluorescing when exposed to X-radiation.
Their effect on the film is to intensify the shadows cast
on them by the X-rays.

These screens should be tested for:

1. contact,

3. lag,

1.

2. speed,

and 4. grain.

The screens must be in close contact with the film

or the resulting image will not be sharp in outline or

a ifini tion.

The common test is to rad i ograph a section of

iron screening.

Wherever tbe screen is not in contact with

the film the shadow of

th.e

screening will not be clear cut.

This gives a quick method of checking the contact at all
parts of the film holder, or cassette.
The

2.

comparisons

sp~ed

of the screens can be tested by making

of exposures made at given settings with and

without the screens.

If the film made at 5 seconds with-

out screens has the same apparent density as that made at
l.second with the screens, the screens have a speed fact6r
of 5 to 1.

Actually, for most screens, this factor is

be tween 5 and 6 to 1.
3.

Some

poorer grades of screens have the property

of retaining the fluorescent effect for some time after the
ex~osure

is te:.:Tnina tea.

This property is called "lagt'.

Lag is very noticeable when tvvo films are taken in the

same holder in succession, for the shadow of the first
-72-

object will be faintly seen on the second film.

It is

possible with some screens on the market to take an exposure of an object on the empty screens, then to place a
film between the screens

ana after

15 minutes develop the

film and fina a clear image of the shadow cast on the
empty screens.

An easy test for lag is to expose the screens in a
aark:ened room to the X-ray for a time ana watch the length
of time it takes for the fluorescence to disappear.
fluorescence should disappear almost immediately.

The
If it

lasts from 5 to 15 minutes the screens are very poor.
4.

The grain of an intensifying screen is due to the

size and the distance bevneen the crystals of the fluorescent
salt.

Grain shows up on a test film as a motteling of light

and dark spots.

Good screens should not.show grain on the

film.

PROBLEMS IN THE STAI:\1DARDIZ.ATION OF OPERATION.

The last pages above have been divoted to a discussion
of some of the tests that may be used to standardize the
equipment of an X-ray laboratory.

Ii

may be interesting to

follow with a discussion of some of the problems in the
standardizati on of the opa;ration of such a la1Joratory.

USE OF

ST1\ND~4RD

TERMS.

The Need of Standard Nomenclature-- A study of this
field of science quickly reveals the need for general
acceptance of a standard nomenclature.

Until just the

last few years there has been no accepted nomenclature.
Many of our roentgenologists are talkirig about a 5 or a 9
inch ''spark gapn or "back-up gapn and in many cases are
even trying to give treatments with such a voltage measurement.

Nothing is said as to the sharpne.ss or bluntness of

the points of the gap.

No consideration is given to

th~

difference in this gap as reaa by two different individuals.
The writer has found as high as 30,000 volts maximum

variation in the voltage measured by
6-inch gap.

~vo

individuals as a

The energy deli verea to the patient or the

film varies as the square of the volta.ge, therefore, such
variation may be disastroris.
The following factors influence the measurement of voltage by the gap method:

altitude, humidity, wave shape,

uniformity of waves, temperature, corona

f~equency,

oscillations, shape of points, method of mounting points,
the way the points are brought together, the way the current
is turned on and the ob jec -ts close to the gap.
The factors of time and

distanc~

are easy to measure

and therefore tbey are well stanaaraizea •
. ~rhe factor of tube current, especially in therapy work,
is troublesome.

Often treatment settings are measured in
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milliampere-minutes at given peak and distance.

Careful

tests have proved that tbe actual dosage varies with the
type of machine, the type ·of rec tifica_tion and even with
various tubes.
Standardization Committee--

At the mid-annual meeting

of the Radiological Society of North America in 1925, a
resolution was aaopted for the appointment of a committee
for Standardization.

The personal was- to include no less

than tl1ree physicists and three radiologists.

They were to

study the problems in relation to the adoption of a standard
X-ray unit.

The following committee was chosen:

Edwin C. Earnst, M. D., Chairman
Wilhelm Stentarom, Ph. D.
Otto Glasser, Ph. D.

N. E. Dorsey, Ph. D.
F. L. Hunt,· Ph. D.

w.

E. Chamberlain, JV!. D.

Arthur w
"

. Erskine,

M. D.

The problems of the committee were stated as follows:_
1.

To study and establish a s-tandard X-ray unit,

physically defined.
2.

To determine the comparative variation of the X-ray

dose measured in the unit for different qualities of ;'radiation energy.
3.

To devise ways and means of transferring such a
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unit of measurement from a standardizati on canter or
centers (preferably the United States Bureau of Standards)
to different roentgen institutions and private laboratories .
4.

To further study the proposed physical X-ray unit

in relation to its equivalent

~iological

effect or value.

The following is a portion of the preliminary report
of· the committee at the last meeting (1926).
"Dr. Behnken of the Physikalisch- technische Reichsanstal t, Berlin, has perhaps given us the most accurate and
theoretical definition of the "e" unit, as described by
him at the recent Internationa l Congress of Radiology.
He changed the name of this "e" unit to. the "Hoentgen"
unit (1 R).
The definition of this unit is as follows:
~

ed

f~om

The absolute unit of the roentgen-ray dose is obtsinthat roentgen-ray energy, which, by fully utilizing

the secondary elec trans proaucad, a_na by avoiding

s~condary

radiations from the wall of the ionization chamber, produces
in one c.c. of atmospheric air of 18°

c.

(64.4 F.) and 760

mm. atmospheric pressure, such a degree of oonducti vi ty th-at
the quantity of electricity measurea by saturation current
equals one electrostatic unit."
The German Bureau of Standards bas taken further steps
to bring into practical use the unit "H'', on the basis of
the definition given above.
Without going into detail as to the
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r~lative

merits of

the various methods of measurement, the Committee feels at
this time that in al+ probability there are fundamental
advantages in adopting the iontometric unit of X-ray measurement.

The weak point of this method, as emphasized by

Beclere, is that the present type of measuring apparatus
will necessarily require further stanaaraization.
In order to overcome some of tbese:difficulties,
Dr. So lemon in 1920 d·escri bed an ionization unit which ·ha
called a "Roentgen" unit, ana designs tea it by the letter

"R", defining it as "that amount of roentgen rays producing
the same ionization as one gram of raaium element at a distance of two centimeters from the graphite ionization chamber,
in the same axis after filtration through 0.5 millimeter of
platinum."
Fricke and Glasser, in 1924,

aefined

the "R" unit as

described by Szilard, Friedrich, Duane, and Behnken, by
constructing a small ionization- chamber made of materials
hav~ng

the same effective atomic number as atmospheric air.

It is important to remember that commercial substances

such as aluminum, horn, ivory, graphite, paper, etc., are
some of the materials employed in the manufacture of the
various measuring apparatuses;

The individual values of

these materials largely depend upon their purity and the
differences of their effective atomic number from that of
a tmo spberi c

air.

In 1923 Beets and Arens described an ionization chamber
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ana an electroscope. consisting of two circular parallel
conducting plates.

The filtered X-ray beam, in passing

be tween these plates, traverses no subskmce other th an air.
rho oompari son of the French With the German unit is

1

as 2.25 is

to 1.

The (German) Behnken r'Rn, therefore, is

equal to 2.25 (French) Solomon ''R'' units, but .this ratio
changes with
pr~sent

a i fferen t

wave lengths.

All of the other

measurement units might be so converted, but unless

an internatiohal unification is finally

aaopte~,

confusion

will always be paramount to the simplification of our

a0 i.=3age pro bl ems. n
From this report it will be seen that the task set is
no easy one.

But it represents a step in the direction

toward standgrdization.

CALIBRATION OF EQUIPHEHT.

To facilitate the handling of the equipment and to
remove the necessity of making laboratory measurements
every time the unit is used, the equipment should be
c ali bra tea.

Therapy-- The therapy machine should he calibratea for
kilo-voltage peak and for dosage at the different tube
currents to be used with each tube.
The machine shoula be equippea with a primary voltmeter.
This meter, reaaing the primary, or input, voltage, should
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be calibrated against the
mill iamperages used.

kilo~voltage

peak at the various

A sphere.-gap with 125 millimeter

spheres is used for this calibration.

Once this calibra-

tion is maae, the operator should be able to duplicate
accurately the kilo-voltage peak by reference to the
primary voltmeter.
Radiographic-- The problem in radiographic work is
not so difficult for an error only means the loss of a film.
It. is not a case of danger to a human body.
The problem is a little different for the operator
must know before the exposure is made just what kilo-voltage
will be delivered to the tube.

In this case, as in the case

of therapeutic work, a primary voltmeter is

calibr~tea

against the sphere-gap readi.ngs for each current ·load used.
Figure 26 shows a radiographic calibration chart filled
out.

Figures 27 end 28 are curves plotted from calibration

charts.

Figure 29 shows a case designed by the writer to

carry complete equipment for the calibration of radiographic
installa·tions.

Figure 30 shows the same equipment assembled.

The equipment consists of a double scale voltmeter (0-150
ana 0-300 volts) and a quick-adjusting

sphere~gap

with high

resistors for pro tee tion against pitting of the spheres.
The sphere-gap is equippea with a sea-level scale.

The

curves of Figures 31 and 32 were plotted by the writer to
be used for finding tte correction factor for this scale at
-79-
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at
I

the various altitudes.

The data·· for these curves was

computed at a temperature of 25° Centigrade and at stanaard
barometer pressure from the following formula:
H

x

30.48

1,600,000 ( 1 +.004 t)

where b, = barometer at sea level
b~

-

barometer at various levels

H

•

elevation above sea level in feet

t

--

mean temperature·

Since the sphere gap used for calibration is not accurate to more than 2%, the curves of 31 A and 31 B were
computed at 25°, assuming b,

=

76.

the formula the relative air density=
where b

= barometer

degrees C.,

in millime~ars

ana

From Curve A

ana

6.392 b
273 + t
t =

temperature in

curve B was drawn.

From data given in the Standard Eana Book the curves
in Figure 32 A were plotted.

Then from curves 32 A and

31 B the curves of 30 B were plotted.

If a barometer is

accessible the relative air density may he computed and
the correction factor taken from t'h e curves of J.11igure 32 A.
But, unfortunately at most of our sanatoriums in the
mountains, no barometer is to be had.

In this case, for

all practical purposes the curves of Figure 32. B are
sufficiently accurate.

However, for deep therapy treat-

ment work a barometer should be used.
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'rhe time scale of the X-ray timer slioula be calibrated
to make sure it is accurate.
Also ·the scale or scales to record the height of the
focal spot from the film should be carefully calibrated.

USE OF STANDARD T.BJCH.NIQUE.
Results more uni.form ana far better are obtained when
the laboratory adopts as far as possible a standard
technique, or me tbod of procea ure.

Often several: operators

are called upon to operate a machine or various machines.
When the· laboratory has a standard technical procedure the
'

results will be less affected by the personality of the
operator•~

There are two pla.ces for. the adoption of a

stanaara procedure:

the operating room and the dark room.

Standard Tecpnique in the Operating Room--

The four

prime factors that are controlled in ·the radiographic
room are:

the milliamperage, the time, the distance and

the kilo-voltage peak.

The ratio ·:between the effect of

these factors on the film is best shown by the aqua ti on
E x =

where

E x
I
T

D

v

I x T x

v~

D~

...

the X-:cay energy delivered

=
=
--

the milliamperaga
the ti me of exposure
the focal film di.stance

= the vo 1 tage across the ·tube
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The tube circuit is

measured~by

the millia.mpere meter

and easily controlled by controling the heat of the filament.
The time of exposure is easily measured and controlled
for ordinary exposure work,

The product of these two factors

or the milliampere-seconds, control the radiographic density
of the film.

Twice the milliampere-seconds should give

twice the amount of blackening of the film emulsion if the
other factors are kept constant.
The distance of the focal spot from the film is also
east to measure and con tro 1.

·:·From the above aqua ti on it

will be noticed that the energy varies inversely. as the
square of tbis aistance.

The distance factor also controls

the detail or definition of the shadows on the film.

It

must be remembered that the X-rays emanate from a focal
spot of. definite_ size on the target face,,: this size varying
with the type of tube.

ll'igure 33 shows the re la ti on of the

distance to the sharpness of shadow outline.

It will be

noted that two distances should be considered, the distance
of the object from the film
spot to the object.
the film as possible.
controlled.

ana

the distance of the focal

The object should be placed as near
But this distance cannot always be

The object may have to be radiographed through

a splint or a cast.

Here the distance becomes important.

With a given size of focal spot, the greater the distance
of the tube from the object, ·the sharper will be the
shadows.

Of course it Js necessary to limit this distance.
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A practical limit should be used for the size· of the focal

spot.
The X-ray energy varies
impressed voltage.

a irec tly

as the square of the

This factor controls the frequency of

the radiation, or the wave length.
the shorter the wave length.

The higher the voltage,

The wave length in ·turn con-

trols the distance the rays will travel in the medium of
the body without meeting interference ana being absorbed.
Or, in other words, the voltage actually controls the
penetrating power of the beam of ·the ray.

Since this is

true why should we not set the other three factors for our
ordinary work and control everything as far as our exposure
is concerned .by controlling the penetrating power of the
rays.

rrhen any fai.lure to get the desired result may be

attributed directly to this factor.

If tbe film is over-

exposed, the wave length was too short and the voltage
should be lowered.

If the film is under-exposed, the wave

length was too long and the voltage should be

rai~ea.

It

is possible for the operator ·to manipulate the voltage to
get the desired result.
Such a standardized method of procedure is far more
simple than a method of varying two or more facto rs for
various results as is commonly done.
Standardized

~echnique

in the Dark Room--

The stand-

ardization of the dark room procedure should include the
use- o .f standard films and- standard solutions.
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No one

should be in a batter position to- know
propo~tions

jt~st

the proper

of the chemicals of the developing and fixing

solutions than the chemical engineers who make the films.
Chemicals purchased at the drug stores are often not satisfactory for photographic or radiographic work.

Where~er

possible a standard package developer should be

us~a.

Films should be put through a standard development.
An over-exposed film may be removed· from the developer
before it has been completely developed and thus be kept
light.

But such a film will not have the aensi ty and

con-

trast of a film taken at the proper exposure and developed
full time.

The curve in Figure 25 gives the time a film

should be developed for a given temperature.

The best

results will be obtained where this developing procedure
is followed.

USE OF SPECIAL TECHIHQUE TO MEIET AN EMERGENCY.

The problem of completely standardizing the technique
of the radiographic room will never be completely solved
for there are too many special cases.

That is why the ex-

perienced operator is always in demand.

A beautiful exposure of a head is made at a 10
expo sure.

secon~

But, alas, the patient may have a bad fracture

of the be ad and along with it a nervous shock that makes
it impossible to hold the bead still for a tenth of that
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time.

This case must be taken at 1/10.of a second to get

an exposuie without movement.
each one peculiar to itself.

Thus the problems come,
However, the nearer the

opera tor can work to a standard procedure the better will
be his chances of getting the desired result.
With the equipment of a laboratory standardized as
far as possible, and with a standardizea t_echnique of
handling the equipment, the laboratory should be able to
render high grade service to the public.

Certainly nothing

that can be done to raise the standard of service rendered
·to humanity for the alleviation of suffering, should he
overlooked.
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